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I have been asked to talk about the Australian experience, but I am also here to learn about the New
Zealand experience. There may, ofcourse, be some valuable things that we can teach you, but I have
appreciated learning from the two talks that I have already heard. In my talk I plan, first, to make
specific points, then to give a few figures. I will then discuss what I call "blockers" and "drivers",
describe some Australian Government mechanisms, and condude with the biggest lessons that I
have learned in Australia. But first, three important points:
(1) What works for Australia will not necessarily work for Austria, or Zimbabwe or New Zealand.
This is so, even ifNew Zealand and Australia still owe an allegiance w one Queen and draw
much (of coutse, not all) of our heritage from 20,000 kilomettes away.
(2) This talk will focus more on industry-university collaboration. I was asked to talk about the
Australian experience, not just in relarion to universities and industry, but also to Crown
h c h Institutes. Your institutes are, however, so different from our government research
laboratories that it seems to me that the safest course is to stay clear, even of the CSIRO, and
certainly not to uy to talk about the CRI concept.
(3)The big unremarked industry-university interaction is the flow of.knowledge arising when a
student moves from university to industry. I I i n k that most of the public policy debate takes
a major part of indusuy-university interaction for ganted; it fails to remark upon the fact
that one of the great flows that occurs-the flow of knowledge and people that drives this
interaction--arises when a new graduate marches off with a degree and gers a job in industry.
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Table 2 gives another way of looking at these same figures. Here we see Sweden, the leader in
business expenditure on research and development, at the top, with 3.95% of GDP represented by
BERD. However, only a fraction, less than 2%, of the research dollars sourced from industry goes to
universities. Australia and New Zealand, at the bottom of the table, do not have proud records, as
we all know-despite the fact that the fraction that industry apparently spends in universities is
higher for Australia and New Zealand than for many other countries. However, as I shall suggest
later, the real reason for this higher spend in universities is that business as a whole in our countries
is expending so little on R&D, and it has a fairly low level ofskills; it is this lack of commitment and
expertise that drives businesses to engaging in more interaction with univeniries than in a country
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l i e Sweden. So,although these figures at first suggest that there is a healthy relationship between
industry and universities in our countries, they do not look so good when you go into them.
do nor have
Table 3 looh at yet another angle from the point of view of Australian science (I
corresponding data for New Zealand).
From these figures you can see that industry is much more involved in authorship or co-authorship of scientific papers originating from the UK than in papers originating from Australia.

BLOCKERS
These figures tell an interesting story, but what are some of the "blockers" that affect the situation in
Australia? I suspect that a number of these blockers also apply in thii counuy.
(I) Low &UP[ of technical sophicriration, especial4 in dand medium-sizedmvfp~es
In Australia, small and medium enterprises arc often so busy worrying about where their next dollar
is coming from, or filling out the myriad of government forms that they are required to file, that
they do not have terribly much time to be technically sophisticated. Often the level of technical
sophistication is very low-so low in fact that it is hard for them to sustain an interaction with a
university, or with G I R O .

(2) Failure by senior company managmenrand boa& to understand the contribution ofR&Dgmerally
to
corporate competitiveness
When you look at big companies, at least in Australia, you find another very serious situation. An
Arthur D. Little survey of Pacific Rim countries that came out about a year ago showed that Australian
business senior company managers are about the least alert in the world to the need to underpin
entry into the global market with innovation. They had rhe least understanding ofthe importance
of research and development and of innovation to the future success of their company. This is a
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serious problem, and a recent survey of science awareness in the Australian community showed that
the two groups which were least aware were senior business people and politicians. This is very
serious. Those two groups have their hands on most of the purse strings. It is a challenge to the
people in the science and technology communities in the universities to reverse that attitude.

(3) The view by r a e m h m that nrriosifu-motivatedresearch and we-drivtn raearcharealwaysantithetical
notiom
As an engineer, I h o w that this is not the case. But I am also aware that when Dr Vannevar Bush,
who drove the US science effort in World War 2, wrote the material that gave rise to the National
Science Foundation he drew up an intellectual schema that had curiosity-motivated research on one
side and applicationsdriven research on the other, suggesting that they were there at opposite ends
of some spectrum. I think that that is an unfortunate metaphor, or an unfortunate way to think
about these things, because there is a great deal of research that is aimed at both improvinghowledge
and contributing to economic outcomes, especially, of course, in engineering schools.

(4) Mismatch of risk kvel (technical and time) associated with many snuknt projecn, and company
req~iremtnts
Another blocker, at least on the university side, and especially where students are involved, is chat
the risk level is mismatched to company requirements. The company often wants t h i i done on a
very precise time-scale with milestone points where you can turn rhe project off if you want to, and
so on. There is h o s t a genericdistinctionbetween the companies' requirementsand& universities'
requirements that I do not think one can do a greac deal about.

(5) Universiv management deJhm21
In Australia, our universities diKer in the sWls with which they can interfacewith industry. Some of
them are very naive and have great difficulties in handling intellectual property, but many of them
have set up commercial companies. My own universiry has such a companywith a turnover of about
$40m a year. The company is primarily for handling contracts, so that the normal grants that the
universiry gets do not go through the company.
(6? Lmh ofpredistabiliv ofgouemmentpolicips
I t is a fact of life, at least in Australia, that most ministers want w make a monument to what they
have done in their portfolio. To make a monument you have to do something new, which means
that you have to make changes. A series of too many ministers means too many changes in a short
time anda lack of predicrabilityof government polioes, with the result that we now have a situation
where indusuy is distrustful of the government in relation to science and technology policies. This
becomes important when we remember that the time-scales of R&D are time-scales of years, not
months.

DRIVERS
Here are some of the drivers chat I think are important in promoting university and industry
interanion.
(I) I n d q remgnises that thq. canget sonu expertis~f;oma univeuity
As I have already pointed out, there is a proviso to this. Industry may recognise that it can get some
expertise from a university, but a prerequisite that is often lacking is that there must be adequate
technical sophitication in the industy to recognise the dimensionsof the problem and to understand
where they might be able to get a solution. This can be a real blocker for some small and medium
enterprises.

(21 UnivewiZt-s want to& loved andm ease tbeirrfinancialpressures
Another driver is that, at least in Australia and I guess in New Zealand, the government funding for
universities has been severely decreased. Unfortunately at times, in order to defend government
actions, government-linked individuals have been publicly scornful of universities. Universities do
want to feel loved and they do want to ease their financial pressures so, of course, they see it as
helpful if they can both earn the money and have people say that the universiry did a great job. The
challenge, of course, is to avoid taking money for things, such as routine resting, that are largely
irrelevant to the key missions of the university of teaching and research.
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(3) Indiuidualr in universitieswanr mget renure, bepromotedand receive market loadings on their salary
(4) Uniuersily departments want ro earn credibilily in the eyer of the profission, improue training
opportunitierfor some rtudents, and make relemin of long-term research objcctivcr with knowkdge of
indusmalproblonr
In Australian universities, or at least in many of them, tenuring, promotion, market loadings and
performance bonuses are applied to different degrees in order to recognise that it is an appropriate
dimension of universiry activity that academia engage in some outside interactions. University
departments as a whole are subject to assessmenu and review, often in a competitive context. Any
engineering or economics department that does not have outside interactions would lose credibility
in the eyes of the profession. Outside involvemenrs often do improve the training opportunities for
some students. Coming From a background of engineering, I know that my c o l l w e s and myself
have often found that involvement with commercial problems o m , say, a 3 year time-scale has
influenced the choice of long-term research objectives in a positive way that has underpinned the
papers produced 8 years or so further down the track

SOME AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT MECHANISMS
What are some Ausrralian Government mechanisms designed to promote some this interaction,
especially between business and the universities?

GenerdR&D tux concession of 125%
In Australia, there is a general tax concession of 125%. If you spend a dollar on R&D, you can
deduct $1.25 in computing that part ofyour profit that is subject to company tax. This is very easily
understood by senior managers, even if they have say a law degree. However, when you multiply
0.25 by the company tax rate, which is about 36%, you get a much smaller percentage than 25%.
And when you take off rhe compliance cost it goes down again. The result is that many companies
say that the game is not really worth the candle. Just getting the accounting systems in place and
b e i i prepared to be inspected and so on is too much hassle. In addition, the 125% is not helpful if
you are making a loss, which is the situation for many start-up businesses. Furthermore, there is
nothing in it w specifically promote a university connection-you do not have a 150% concession,
for example, if you contract to a university. You still just get 125%.
&per&
Rese~rchChtresprogramme
The Cooperative Research Centres programme set up by the Australian Government is something
that seems to me to have some of the great elements that Vice-Chancellor Dr Hood was talking
about in his opening address. Any Cooperative Resea& Centre is required to involve an industry
and a universityasa minimum---often there areseveral universities, several companies and government
laboratories involved. A 7-year contract is drawn up, with a number of reviews including a major
mid-term review. The advertising says that for each doIlar put in by the partners the Government
will put in up to a dollar. In practice, you never get up to a dollar. The Government might give
maybe 70 cents, or even 50 cents for each dollar that you put in. Each CRC has a board with an
independent chair and an executive director.There is acollection ofgoals: m c h , training, achieving
economies of scale through the co-operation, and end user benefit and commercialisation. Having
four goals introduces difficulties, especially when the four goals are associated with typically three
cultures: university culture, company culture and sometimes government laboratory culture. It is a
hard ask of an executive director and a CRC board. The programme has been running now For
about 7 years. It has been reviewed w death but seems to have got a tick each time, even though I
know that some ministers have come into che portfolio with grear resmrions but have been converted
in the end. There have been some outstanding successes in terms of dollars. I cannot give a precise
figure, but I am aware that some C R G have given rise to businesses for which a turnover of several
hundred million dollars is seen in the very near future.

SPIRT (Strutegic Partnerships with Indurny-Research and Training)
This is a concept that is rather like the arrangement that the National Science Foundation runs in
the US. It is run by the Australian Research Council which, amokother things, respond to proposals
from individual investigators. Under this programme, you can seeksupport For work that covers the
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spectrum of basic research through to development, and there is a training component as well as a
research component. Money or resources are put up by both the university and by industry. O n the
universityside,however, a crucial point is that the time that faculty members spend on the programme
is not reimbursed, so the universities make that input (which is, of course, considerable and is their
principal input) in kind. In 1999 there were 810 continuing grants, involving 19 Postdoctoral
Industry Awards (although these are rare), and 559 Postgraduate Industry Awards, costing a total of
$33.8 m. In 1999 there was an interesting initiative.The Australian Research Council has largely set
its face against any disciplinary priorities but our situation with respect to information technology
and communications is very, very weak. We have only nvo computer science professors in the
Australian Academy of Science (one of those is now at Oxford University) and it is generally
acknowledged that we have donc very badly in that area in quality and quantity terms. As a result,
somewhat contrary to past policy, the Australian Research Council was given the task by the
Government of allocating 50 Australian Postgraduate Industry Awards specifically for the support
of information technology and communications.

Substand increase i n j h d f o r medieal wsearch, with a condition
The Aurtralian Govetnment is committed to avery substantial increase in funds for medical research.
There is a condition that the increase will not be continuing unless, in several years' time, there is a
dear demonstration of increased commercialisation/linkages.

Australian Research CounciY to have nuo bmadprogrammes
The Australian Research Council is reshaping its organisation and has proposed two broad
programmes: discovery and linkage. There is great symbolism in using these words. I do not think
that a body like the A u s d i a n Research Council would have said 15 years ago that it had two main
programmes, one called "discovery", the other called "linkage". Linkage, of course, indudes universityindustry linkage, but it does also include I d a g e abroad to the best research laboratories. We are,
after aU,another corner of the world (the second last, nexc to New Zealand), and it is very important
to remain plugged-in, intern ad on all^

THE BIGGEST LESSONS LEARNED
(I) We have not worked enough on ammtudinalchangein indushy
I do not think that academics and governments, in particular in Australia, have worked enough on
anitudinal change in industry. (Many would say, with less justice now than a few years' ago, that
academics need an attitudinal change too.) I was truly shocked when I learned From the Arthur D.
Little and the o t h e r m e y thar I mentioned earlier that the rwo least sensitivegroups to the importance
of innovation were politicians and big business.
(2) Government interuention/subsdy is jauh9ed 4 the need to change ammrurks,the spil/-over benefih,
and the need t~ensure that there ir a supportive imtimrionaUregulatoryframmork
You have to have an intellectual framework for government intenrention and subsidy that tests
principally on economic considerationsand considerations ofappropriate long-term and social aspects.
In Australia, rhis means reducingeveryrhing ro three points. The first is the need to change attirudes.
Although I think that the habits in universities have changed or are well along with the process of
change, I do think that we need to work with a higher level of commitment than we have at the
moment to change the habits, especially, ofsenior business people. Second, it isclear from the work
of people like Michael Porter and professors at Berkeley that there are demonstrable spill-over benefits
(not straighrforward or appropriate) from private performance of R&D and from the Government
paying for research to go on in universities. What is not yet clear from that work is precisely what the
best instruments are and how the spill-over changes with the type of policy instrument. But it is
absolutely dear that there are spill-over benefits. To say that "companies alone should be responsible
for their R & D is to make an economically less-than-wise statement than the statement that "ir is a
good idea for governments, through tax or some other mechanism, to promote industrial R & D .
The third thing that I think that governments must do is to ensure a supportive institutional
and regulatory framework and not put barriers in the way ofcompanies and universities. I think that
I have heard the comment that there are various institutional barriers in this country and that the
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level ofcompetition that is being introduced bemeen CRIs and universities may have caused a lack
of interaction because they are all fighting hard over a small bone. Certainly, ir is the Government's
job to listen to the proponents of R&D when they say that a certain policy is counterproductive for
-the same set of" reasons.
(3) Human relationshipsare an srtrrmely important ingredient of ~II-sector
colkzborationr
The last big lesson that I have learned is that human relationships are an extremely important
ingredient of cross-sector collaborations. I have a colleague in telecommunicationsengineeringwho
came back ftom the US recently with a legal document drawn up by a US lawyer for proposals for a
company that has a European multi-national, an AustralianIUS multinational, and two Australian
universities (ANU was one) to set up a Delaware company. ANU will have one-sixth share and there
is very big business at the end of that particular activity. The proposal grew out of some contacts that
were made because my colleague once was a working coueague ofa person now working in one of
the multi-nationals. Those human relationships were one of the underpinningaspects of the proposal;
I should note, though, that the excellence of the work, ofcourse, was another, and the preparedness
of the ANU and the culrure of the ANU to encourage its staff to do this sort of thing (and to reward
them properly when they do it) was mother.
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